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•

A manifesto for how you can engage, educate, and inspire change
for a more hopeful future

•

With contributors aged between eight and twenty-five, this is an
inspiring collection of essays from the most vital generation of
voices in the global struggle for climate justice

•

Visit our dedicated microsite containing valuable climate resources
and exclusive video content: theindigopress.com/tomorrow
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About the book
In Tomorrow Is Too Late, Grace Maddrell collects testimonies of
activism and hope from young climate strikers, from Brazil and
Burundi to Pakistan and Palestine.
These youth activists are experiencing the reality of the climate crisis,
including typhoons, drought, flood, fire, crop failure and ecological
degradation, and are all engaged in the struggle to bring these issues
to the centre of the world stage. Their strength and determination
show the urgency of their cause, and their understanding that the
generations above them have failed to safeguard their environment.

About the author
Grace Maddrell first went on school strike for the climate at the age
of thirteen, and has since become a passionate activist for equality
and climate justice. Grace was first inspired to tweet asking for
contributions to what became Tomorrow Is Too Late in November
2019, two months after marching in the September global climate
justice strike.
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Grace has worked with various activist groups, including Fridays for
Future and the #SaveCongoRainforest, and helped co-found of Solo
But Not Alone, a social media solo striker support group. Grace is
home-schooled and lived in Somerset in the South West of England at
the time of compiling Tomorrow Is Too Late.
Find Grace on Twitter: @ElmGrace.
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‘IF YOU ARE READY TO BE HUMBLED BY THE
WISDOM, WIT AND SHEER CONVICTION OF YOUTH
CLIMATE ACTIVISTS, DIVE RIGHT INTO THIS BOOK.’
KATE RAWORTH, AUTHOR OF DOUGHNUT ECONOMICS

‘EVERY ACTIVIST HAS A STORY TO TELL, EVERY
STORY HAS A SOLUTION TO GIVE AND EVERY
SOLUTION HAS A LIFE TO CHANGE.’
VANESSA NAKATE, AUTHOR OF A BIGGER PICTURE

